
The Scientific Facts Are In: The Covid Virus and Pandemic are Man-Made. The
mRNA “vaccine” Is More Deadly than the Virus
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One of the top medical practitioners and medical scientists of our time confirms under oath in the one
hour deposition here — https://odysee.com/@Video_di_KasperCarlo:d/COVID-CRIMES-Dr.-Richard-
M.Fleming-MD-sworn-testimony-that-C-(sub-ita-COMPLETO):a — that Covid is a bioweapon
developed with US government money in contravention of the Bioweapons Convention, Nuremberg
Laws, US Constitution and as such is an act of treason. Richard Fleming, M.D., J.D., Ph.D. (physics),
also testifies that the mRNA “vaccine” is useless. It does not prevent Covid or its spread. To the
contrary, the “vaccine” aids the spread of Covid by disrupting the body’s immune system. The evidence
is clear that the “vaccine” has caused more death and health injury than the made-in-the-laboratory
Covid virus itself.

From early in the orchestrated “pandemic,” I reported the skepticism and warnings of leading medical
practitioners and scientists. These expert warnings were censored. Everything the independent
practitioners  and scientists said has turned out to be true. Nothing Fauci, CDC, FDA, WHO, Biden, Big
Pharma, and the media said is true.

Dr. Fleming spells out the facts so clearly that if you pay attention, you do not need to be a scientist to
understand the criminal deception that has been fostered on the people of the world by Big Pharma,
public health authorities, politicians, and media. And these criminals are still at work hyping boosters
for babies.

As I have repeatedly emphasized, our time is one in which propaganda has prevailed over science and
truth. Lies spewed out by Fauci, Biden, and dumbshit talking heads on TV reach more people than
hard medical and scientific fact voiced under oath by the top scientists of our time. As George Orwell
said, “During times of universal deceit, telling the truth becomes a revolutionary act.”

In Europe there is a movement to hold accountable those responsible for mass murder. In the US the
government and complicit medical boards and HMOs are desperately trying to criminalize those who
tell the truth about Covid and the “vaccine.”
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